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Home &gt;&gt;Games &gt;&gt;Symvizh car parking with manual gearbox: Game project with great multiplayer environment, online racing and manual driving Thousands of online players are waiting for you to download and play the game! Realistic and challenging gameplay * 82 problems related to parking and driving in real life * Levels with different vehicles: sports cars and classics, trucks, vans and tow
trucks * Real simulation of a manual gearbox with 3 pedals. Great Multiplayer Open World * Great Environments with Cities and Nature * Car Sharing with Online Players * Free Walk * Passenger Mode * Police Mode * Online Race by InvitationHever Quality Models * Cities, Highways, deserts and mountains in detail * 70+ realistic cars with detailed interiors * 16 human skins * Homes and animalsSupported
Android {4.0 and UP}Supported Android version:- Jelly Bean (4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4.1)4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pie (9.0)MOD TYPE : Unlimited money manual gearbox-car-parking-v4.4.4-mod.apkDeveloper : olzhass Version : 4.4.4 Google Play : PlayStore Manual Gearbox Car Parking (MOD Money) - mobile simulation with open
gaming world and advanced set of tasks. As with multiplayer car parking, we are offered to test driving skills in a variety of situations, and the parking items here are only part of the gameplay. Conditions for passing are simple, but difficult to perform: you need to ride through the crowded streets of the virtual city on the parking lot and put transport. You will be hindered by other cars, in addition, you will
have to park not only in the standard way. Different driving situations were modeled on each level. Somewhere you need to park the car in just a few movements, elsewhere it will be important to complete the task. Learn how to put the right transport in the garage, on the streets and in places with limited space. The faster all conditions are met, the more you will get bonuses and currencies to upgrade or
purchase new sports cars. Download Infomation Size 27MB Version 4.5.3 Version Code 100061 Lang af am ar as az to be BG billion bs ca cas da de el-AU en-CA en-GB en-IN en-XC es-US et eu fa fi Fr-fr-CA gl gu hi hi hy in this iw ja kk k l m n m n m m n nl or pa pl pt-br pt-BR pt-pt ro ru si sk sr-Latn sv sw ta tl tr uk your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu Internet resolution RECORD_AUDIO
MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS BROADCAST_STICKY BLUETOOTH READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE BILLING BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE Text permission OTHER: Allows applications to open network sockets. Allows the program to change global sound settings. Allows the program to broadcast sticky intentions. Allows apps to
connect to connected Bluetooth devices. Allows apps to access to network information. Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor from sleeping or screening from MICROPHONE: Allows the program to record audio. STORAGE: Allows the program to be read from an external repository. Operating Systems Min SDK 21 min Sdk Txt Android 5.0 (LOLLIPOP) Target Sdk 28 Target
Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi Window No Support Screens Small, normal, large, xlarge processor armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 supports any density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640 User functions Uses screen hardware features: others. Uses touch screen features not a feature: the app uses a global mobile communication system (GSM) telephony radio system. The app uses the basic two-point
capabilities of a multi-point device, such as a pinch of gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touches yourself. This is a superset feature android.hardware.touchscreen. The app uses the advanced multitasking capabilities of the device to track two or more points on its own. This feature is a superset feature android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch. Використовує неявну функцію Додаток
використовує функції Bluetooth пристрою, зазвичай для зв'язку з іншими пристроями з підтримкою Bluetooth.#other.#: Підпис Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5378E87 Підпис 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 ША256 A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A3 9B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC дійсний з Пт 29 лютого 02:33:46 CET 2008 до: Вт 17 лип
03:33:46 CEST 2035 Серійний номер 936eacbe07f201df Розробник Розробник Android Ou Android Організація Android Locale Mountain View Country US City California Ручна коробка передач Автомобільна парковка – Ручна коробка передач: Парковка автомобіля - це назва дуже красивої симуляційної гри, розробленої казахською студією olzhass. This beautiful game is a complete
simulation of the realistic experience of driving with different cars and learning to park them and other issues related to urban driving. Manual gearbox car parking: A game project with a large multiplayer environment, online racing and manual driving Thousands of online players are waiting for you to download and play the game! Realistic and challenging gameplay • 82 challenges with real-life car parking
and driving • Levels with different vehicles: sports and classic cars, trucks, pickup trucks and towing cars • Real 3 manual gearbox pedal simulations. Great Multiplayer Open World • Great Environments with Cities and Nature • Sharing Cars with Online Players • Free Walking • Passenger Mode • Police Mode • Online Race by Invitation • Gas Stations • Auto Service and Tuning Stations • Voice and Text
Chats • Friends List • Private Friends Rooms Quality Models • Cities, highways, deserts and mountains with lots of details • 70+ realistic cars with detailed interiors • 16 human skins • Houses and pets Car setup • Many engines, turbochargers, gearboxes and exhaust gases • Adjustable wheel angle • Adjustable suspension • Dynamic vinyl stickers • Many realistic and Wheels Manual Gearbox Car
Transmission Manual Gearbox Car Gearbox Andro-Mod Car Transmission » Games » Fashion » » Money) Manual transmission Car parking is an inventive parking simulator diluted with rare racing races and non-standard elements of interaction with the outside world. In the manual gearbox universe Car parking, the protagonist is only half the gameplay time behind the wheel of the chosen car, and more
often - wandering the streets, looking at landmarks and even interacting with some interactive areas such as shopping malls and snack bars. Non-standard mechanics of the game in a manual gearbox Parking car - not the only way to have a day off. The developers provided the story company in 82 trials, leaders with records and achievements, as well as a special workshop where settings, clothing and
location selection are available. Description : Manual gearbox Car parking - quality and impressive gameplay has a park simulator. Players will find a good project plan, system damage, numerous models for driving cars, great outdoor spaces, difficulty levels, and missions with varying degrees of difficulty for riders, and many other things that provide plenty of fun driving.manual-gearbox-car-parking-v4.2.2-
mod.apk Parking is something challenging for many people around the world, and some spend a lot of time to be able to park the car properly. It is also one of the important criteria to be able to evaluate students when they join a driver's license class. If it is impossible to park the car properly, then pupils will probably have to spend a lot of money to be able to continue their studies from the start. But it's also
a difficult thing to master, and you'll have to try a lot to be able to do it. But really players aren't given too much time to be able to train freely, so why not use their phone for practice? If you want to find a game to practice patience and parking, then come to the game manual gearbox parking car. This is a game made by olzhass; this is a company with not too much reputation in the global gaming market.
But their games still give players a lot of game experience. Previously they released two famous games, Car Parking Multiplayer and Real Car Parking 3D, this game is a combination of these two games. So, it will give players the most quintessential of these two games for players to experience. GAMEPLAY Gameplay game is designed very simple for players to easily control their cars. The main task of
the player - to perform parking is ideal for completing stages. Players only have to drive their car to places marked on a mini-card to leave there. When the player gets there, the player will see a yellow rectangle about the size of the player's vehicle. And the player will have to move his car into this rectangle to complete the stage. Players will receive instructions in green to be able to reach the location they
need. It sounds simple, but will be affected by many things in the game, and just a small mistake can cause the players to start from the start. For For collision, players only have to happen minor accidents, the player may have to play again from the start. There is also another important factor influencing the parking of a player who is a pedestrian on the pavement, if a player simply encounters them, the
player will have to restart the scene instantly. Therefore, players need to be careful to avoid all other vehicles moving along the road, and those who also walk on the sidewalk. The game also highlights the perfect element; if the player does not put the car in the desired position, they cannot win. If the player is not in the right place, then the stage will not be able to end, and messages will appear to remind
players what to do to park successfully. FEATURES Racing In this game that the player has is not only the usual parking mode, but the player also has another mode of play that is racing. This is a place for players to express their speed, to know who is best freely. Players can race with other players to be able to challenge their skills and speed during the racing process. Players can also choose a race,
such as the 400m or 1200m, to decide race time. Car lineup in racing games, car irreplaceable, this game is the same, in the game, there are many cars for players to choose from. From regular cars to supercars, everyone present in the game is for players to use freely. But to get them, the player will first have to go through the stages to accumulate money to buy the car he likes. GRAPHICS The game
has a very bright and unique 3D graphic format, but it doesn't seem to be as perfect as games in the same genre. But it's not a big problem and the players will still have a lot of experience when playing this game. Because his style of play is very close to reality and simple graphics, but no less attractive. Manual gearbox parking car racing game, but its style of play and design don't talk about it. They
contributed to the uniqueness of this game by giving players new experiences that are nowhere to be found. Found.
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